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In order to make SSO as easy as possible for 
Uptime.com customers who also use Amazon 
Web Services (AWS), we are now part of 
Amazon’s Web Services SSO Integration List. 
 
For more information, please see the Amazon Web 
Services SSO documentation.

Integrating Uptime.com with Slack is easier than 
ever! Our latest upgrade allows one-click 
integration with the platform. 
 
We’ve also got a brand spanking new app available 
on the Slack App Directory to make getting notified 
of alerts from your Uptime.com account even 
simpler.

You may have noticed a new Real-Time Analysis 
button on your dashboard inside your alerts.  This 
new tool allows you to quickly see alerts related to 
specific checks. For more information about what it 
is and how to use it, check out our updated support 
documentation.

What Customers Say About
Uptime.com
“Our web application's uptime monitoring is 
simplified as promised. [His favorite things 
about Uptime.com are] simple configurations, 
SMS [alerts] and PagerDuty integration.”
 
- Ganesh at Latotools
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We've been tirelessly working on some exciting developments over the last few months! This month's 
newsletter will highlight new features, UI changes and apps to help Uptime.com users like you get the 
most out of your web monitoring experience. 
 
Here's the most recent news and a blog post added in for good measure. 
 
Enjoy!

AWS SSO Integration Now Available 
For Uptime.com

Slack Integration Upgrade & New App

Monitoring Tips: Adding Contacts to Integrations

When creating a new Integration, you must assign it to a new or existing Contact.
 
To make integrations work at lightning speed, you can assign integrations to an existing contact when 
you create them. 

If you would like to create a new contact specifically for your integration, you must create a new contact 
before setting up an integration.

Uptime.com as a Nagios Core Alternative

Nagios Core is a popular open-source platform used mostly for internal monitoring, though external 
monitoring is possible as well. The low price tag makes it attractive to businesses looking to conserve 
funds, but open-source definitely comes with a hidden cost.
 
Learn about why Uptime.com is a viable alternative to Nagios Core, and what to consider when thinking 
about using Nagios Core for all your monitoring needs.
 
Learn about Nagios Core vs. Uptime.com
 

New Feature: Real-Time Analysis

 

Let us know what you think of Uptime.com! 

Review Uptime.com on G2
Crowd

Subscribe to our status page to stay updated on maintenance and changes to Uptime.com
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